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I INTRODUCTION

To the layman the parachute is often no more than a large pocket handkerchief which

brings men safely to earth without a bump, but to the aeronautical engineer it is a

complex aerodynamic decelerator, which has a large number of degrees-of-freedom and

dynamic characteristics which are often difficult to account for by classical aerodynamic

theory. Whichever view one may care to take of the parachute what is certain is that

advances in parachute technology are nearly always a result of a balanced programm of

both theoretical and experimental work, and for this reason equal attention will be given

in this paper to both the experimental and theoretical aspects of parachute technology.

There are many types of parachute, in the same way as there are many types of air-A

craft, and for exactly the same reason, each type being designed and tailored to meat a

particular requirement. Thus there is the flat circular porous fabric parachute, such as

the Irvin FXI Mt 4, for paratroop use, shown in Fig Is. shaped low porosity fast opening
fabric parachutes such as the GQ Aeroconical for emergency escape from aircraft (Fig 1b).

structurally strong ribbon parachutes such as the conical and hemisf low types for high
speed weapon delivery, cruciform configuration parachute& for good stability (Fig 1c),
and high performance ram air gliding parachutes for use in tactical assault operations by ,

specially.tra~ined military personnel (Fig 1d).

In describing advances in parachute technology one is tempted at first to consider

only the many recent spectacular advances in applications and types, ranging from theI ~steerable highly manoeuvrable gliding parachute to the large sophisticated drogue and
ptrachute cluster used in the United States to recover the Apollo crew module back toI earth from space. But it a review of this kind was made it uould be difficult to do
justice to any one field, .lecaher the eaphasis muet primarily be on the care fundamental

and scientific aspects of parachute technology in relation to the basic problems

generated by the many applications of the parachute.

Thus in the design of conventional parachutes three general "aspcts of operation

are i~ortant, inflation, stability and landing, but tot the ren air parachute Slide

perfomance and control ouat also be taken in~to account. It it proposed therefore to
take each of these "aspcts in turn and consider wherse technical advances have bets made

in tr.~nt Yeats.

Teproblems involved vil11 first be illustroted by presenting psarahute patformaict

data obtained in recant test work. Test techniqust will also be outlined as reliable

parachute date often requires the use of sophisticated and *Vseasiv full scale test.
ofchniuesrecn avaeshaeenmdei the techcraut lancedU parachute test eicsading f2 ac lmok
techniqrecenstc adacsha esm t the aircrafto oafcedU parachute test eieading fact A lyo
will then be taken at the theoretical basia on which particular pstachuto behaviour can

be ttplsined end at low of the advances s.Mda have been %ade recantly ats aresult of
this combined work.

I PASMAKT 1NFIAUIOI

~. lb. serch aimed at improvinS our uoderstending of the factors governing the Inladl-I
A"ciao characteris tics &Mi loadtims. L&eas~v4 * peax.Aut.& '!s bee" taking 0lAe botb .4n



the United Kingdom and overseas for some years. One important aim of this research is to

obtain an aircrew emergency escape parachute, for use in the next generation of ejection

seats, which as well as having fast opening characteristics at low aircraft speeds also

extends the allowable deployment speed up to at least 300 knots EAS and altitudes up to

5300 metres, without the parachute breaking up or applying more than 25 'g' to the man

during inflation. The 25 'g' limit is fixed by physiological considerations and of

course bulk and weight considerations limit the structural safety that can be built into

an escape parachute. The last consideration is in fact true of almost all parachute

installations and it must be remarked that it is a constant complaint of parachute

designers, particularly where weapons parachutes are concerned, that far too often

insufficient space is allowed to house a parachute expected to withstand high-speeds and

inflation loads of many tons!

When considering parachute inflation it is first necessary to clearly distinguish

between parachute and attached load combinations where the change of velocity during the

inflation process is small, usually known as the infinite mass case, typified by the air-

craft brake parachute, and those cases where the change in velocity during inflation is

large, the finite mass case.

This difference is usefully illustrated by an ejection seat parachute system where

it is a relatively sisple .atter to analyste the saill seat drogue parachute which fairly

closely represents the infinite uass case, but much more difficult to analyse is the

case of the men on his large escape parachute where ther to a considerable loss of

speed as the man is rapidly decelerated during the actual inflatiou process.

inflation load data for parachutes deployed at high-speeds can be obtained using

the RAO parachute test vehicle air launched from a Caberra aircraft in the man•er

sketched in Fig 2. Vith this very useful experivbntal technique the vehicle is pro-

grased to first deploy wd inflate a small seat drogut parachute, which, after a short

tife delay, to then released to deploy the sa carrying parachute under test, thus

simulating the sequence of the Martin Baker ejection seat system. (It should be noted

that the test vehicle is no•mally ballasted to equal the mass of a 99" m•n, plus his

fl)in8 kit.) The vehicle is insttruented to sasure deceleration due to parachute

deploymet ad inflation, and a strain gauged link aloog the axis of the vehicle

Measure ain parachut drag forces dIrectly. Airspeed along the descent trajectory is

eassured by mau of a pitot static probe fitted to the nose of the vehicle.

iris 3 ahove the peak opening loads detetminad using the eost vOeicle ior the seat

drogue parachute and for a CQ Astoconical eseape parachute, over a range of speods, and

at altitudes of IS0 ezd 10000 feet. tainatioa of the dreoue data shows the peak load

to increase in proportion to the I lines taut' velocity squared, as would be eispected, at

- .- both altitudes tested, and with a teduction in the peak lo-ads at the highter altitudes.
In this case coopariso of the measurted loads with the tesad? drae calculated for the

speeds testd, vultiplied by a smol known opening shock factor gives eacetllet agee:-

ment. tn the case of the uaa carrying parachute however the altitude effect is reversed -. ',

and a siftilat ralcilatton to chat tor the drogue gives a mult uhicl La sem ten tmeS

peacer tb s the "wa ed vatuel Cluly the finite au case tequitas speIal. OAaYSis.t I , ,______•~4

•. . "• , . . • . • •T



Calculation of opening loads for the finite mass case has been investigated by

several workers, for example Heinrich in America has developed a filling time theory
4and Roberts has considered the interplay between fluid and system dynamics . Both

methods have their drawbacks, the filling time approach does not recognise the existence

of external forces which can affect inflation, ea a drogue attached to the crown of the

parachute, while Roberts' method makes considerable assumptions in the modelling of the A

fluid flow and parachute structure and involves co;plicated mathematics.

Dr Lingard at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) has recently pointed out that.

what in fact the parachute designer really, requires is a simple theory which will enable

him to rapidly obtain a good estimate of the peak inflation load and the shape of the
5load-time curve likely to occur in a particular deployment situation5. This would allow 4

him to perform trade-off calculations upon the effect on inflation loading of various

parameters such as the deployment lines snatch velocity, parachute diameter, case of the

suspended store, and altitude and flight angle of deployment." Reliable predictions of

this type have the great advantage that they reduce the amount of expensive test work

required on a particular parachute design.

LUngard has therefore made a detailed study of the factors d.timinin opening

loads. His analysis shows that a particular parachute design, of nomlnl. diameter D

always inflates in a charactei stic maner, and that the form Of the load time curve is.I determined principally by the mass ratio parmter 11 r 0 %/0OD , where 'in .l at he.

suspended mass, as it is this ratio which determi•es the maner in which the traecuory
velocity reduces during inflation. For a given mass ratio the peak inflation load is
shown to be proportion:l to the parsetar V/gD0 where V is the lite snitch. i- '

velocity (TAS). to use Lingstd's whod it is however itr necessary to establish ti

unique force coefficient divesLonless tine inflation characteristic, C7 (t) , of the

parachute fIrom one or two ex•rizental results. Such date can he, ver be quickly

obtained from a smple fore of parachut* cest vehicle dropped ftom a tetherd balloon or

from a single test using the air launched test vehicle.

The equations of notion of the inflating parachute and the suspended #tore ave when

- vuwitten in thef tom

where v is the velocity along the trejectory, . the , *ttcry a•tnle, So the ving
area, ad CY(O) the inflation force coetftidatdimnst.l.. M .m telatiocahip as

determined by tet. I
"'. value of this analy.ticl voth, &nd its associated couare proram ftto olving

the equations for v and I and hence inflation forci over the infletido periud, is
illustrated by the Stahb at Fig 4, whore the. effect of a vide toe o suspefe4 ass o•n

, h A peak inflat ioo force and peak store dl..aleration for the aarocoitial parachute
Q WD 7.38 tltils) is presented. for euappoo4ed iMas ia the ranti DO to 135 kgI

Asý1 (Nr - 0.16 to 0.27 at &round level), typical of aiCrcet plus various item of ftyf i•t*

the altitude effect previous ly noted froM trials data (Fig 3) .predicted and the

:, "" ' A: .• ' " " L' - .

__ _ _ , • ... . _ ______ _ _ __: •___ : ._,' ._,__.._,___.....__,,_._____ ,,_ ..___,_• .,. .. •,•,
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overall values of store deceleration are in very good agreement with the trials data. As

a matter of interest the calculations have been extended well beyond the normal range to

a very high suspended mass of 10000 kg (Mr a 20.4) to demonstrate the effect of approach-

ing the infinite mass case.

Similar calculations for different parachute diameters have shown that over the

range of suspended mass of interest a larger parachute, giving a lover mass ratio, would

result in a reduction in peak load. In fact as a result of computer studies of this

nature a 5.8 metre flying diameter version of the parachute has been constructed and

tests showed a reduction of peak load of s99e 3OZ compared to the original 5.2 metre

design.

3 CONTROL OF INFLATION CIARACTERISTICS

In parallel with this work methods of automatically controlling inflation

characteristics are being studied. A conventional escape parachute is often characterioed

by a very rapid increase in drag area towards the end of inflation which tends to lead to

peak loads at this point (Fig 5). What is really required however, is a characteristic

such that the maximum tolerable deceleration, consistent with hunan limitations, is

applied rapidly and then held as steady as possible until a safe trajectory velocity is

achieved, Considarable improvement in ejection seat performance, and in particular

reduction of foward throw on the uain parachute, is predicted if this ideal parachute

inflation characteristic can be aceved.

The research approach has betn on*e of btuldlng nto the parachuta features which
wdify its opening characteristics. ror ex&Wle attachment of the se*t diogue to the

"Crown of the main parachute by•a bridle, -thich is a feature-of he hariin 14ker e*At

Ssystem, reduce* the initial rate of opening of the sain canopy and hetcsi .4k lo~ds, 1A

fact in RAE trials* vhere the drklu~e was deliberately arranged to breAk AWAY i-ron the main
c..opy at gain lUz#&ae natth' A Increase at soa. 401 in inflati4l lOad VU 0 l•.ipt d,

Encouraging results are also boin& obtained by work in conjuattion with jev~m (C-S) Atd,
on p ur0es~ relief Valves,.1 stuated to the canopy cion uhieh burst at apeae'ie

spted to redce peak internal pressures Aan hence inflatialf load.-

h it itkteresting to 000e ChAt a Very sophieticAwet method of modityu~.tae V-4 61a-
cido characteristic& of a so cape pa rachute is j*cerporatad in the Auto.atic lnjt.atioo
Ubdulsti~n (A.IN) VUac0WOt davelops- in~ Canada by 04vi d V0b4 and his tam at lv74vio
lodustres, Ontario6. UL parachute uses a qoffbi•tneon of unldtIectional strakh fahri,

in the ttown *rea of the caw*p plus a unique .yji. of suxii ty parachute fitted n•, 'the

Moutch Of the* maif 4AnOPY to tGntrol oWerll inflAtift tift (fig )

Use g .all uth parachute called a Vbb Pa•• chuts, autooatic•lly rtmains ti the
Centre of the much &T&a ttltc.#o4Mt the ip~tlatioa 04rA64, due td ite pamatky- rov
AboUMt o coatrol of esnopy optan&u tan bAVre d v i Al aterins the sit. and polkitiow of
tie tUebb chute an-d obviously As 4ploywat ope.4 s itncriased to is zha authority ot
this concrol, IM p0 f6 of. the Stretch fabrit.in.tba, the f Ute is ta Vary Wet € y

Zz . '..~)&~~ a a drec fuctia ofthe y~a3c ~essre plie ~ enc ~eaca ~-FIQ osyt
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Tests have already demonstrated significant advantages in control of inflation

force, and maximum safe deployment speed at altitude compared with conventional round

parachutes, and, although it is perhaps a complex design, there is little doubt that this

type of parachute has a promisi.ng future.

4 PARACHUTE STRENGTH

Discussion of the parachute inflation process leads naturally to the subject of4
parachute strength since it is during inflation that the peak loads and stresses appear

in the parachute structure. As a general rule a canopy will be subject to its greatest
stress in those areas where the local radius of curvature is a maximum, when the

differential pressure across the canopy reaches its maximum value; but without detailed
knowledge of the load distribution it is impossible to assess what safety margins exist

on the structure, Experience suggests that with parachutes designed to the simple stress
7Sformula given by Johns7 and in the American Recovery System design guide ,margins are

adequate, but there is continual pressure to improve the structural efficiency of par&-

chutes which has resulted in wnre sophisticated methods of stress analysis, such as the
pressure-strain equ~ilibrium approach embodied in the CANO digital computer program

9
developed in the United States Unfortunately little detailed full scale test work to
verify the predicted stresses appears to have been attempted, due mai~nly no doubt to the

difficulties encountered in measuring fabric stresses under dynamic conditions.

The situation promises to be rectified however by us* of the Om*ga gauge, developedIin the 1970s, which can be glued on to textiles to measure stress directly, has tempera- '

curo compensation incorporated, and is sPall enough not to be effected by local -I curvature
As a result of the uncercalntie.l of stress analysis it is often found necessary

to determine the damage boundaies for a parachute by experiment. using the aircraftA

launched parachute test vehicle mentioned previously. %a chase taste parachute break up

speed is determined by increasing the deploymont speeds on successive draps until aigni-

fleant patrachute damage occurs during inflation. A typical damap bou~ndary obtained over
& ag of altitudes by this technique is shoun to FIg 7.

W4#n. considering -the subject of parachute sttength. it maet be noted that the use

at Itevlar in highly stressed parachutes, particularly when stowage space is at a preftiwa,
b"s resulted in tajor imptoweadats in structural efficiency. Kevlar is an aramid fibr*
Mmaufactured by Du Pont da itemours &and Co. and is charactarieed by a high strength weight

ratio. Kevlar 29 fibres bae" tenacicies as high as Webs timies that of bylon And a
specific gaiyof 1. adprdt 1.1 fo yloon, ha two properties coupled toete
mean that it is poýsiible to produce Parrow voven fabrics from Kaviar 29 masteral at less

than one-half the wutiot and aOptosimately one-third the bulk of nyloo material* with tho
same ultimate tensile strength. Furthermore Kevlar retains approximatuly half its

strength at about 290 C, the toe~rsturt at which nyloa fall*. Onte important dittterece
a which affects detail dtaign is the elongation of Kevlar under load, Kevler stratchieg by

ouly q4 of its orisibal length att a~it2* Vureas fnylah stec"b obittl

belon '- y qpuaai.."s
0.

OWN 1 111- 1 w ' ..... , ', Vj
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The principal use of Kevlar in the UK has been for small hybrid nylon/kevlar sub-

munition parachutes and for the rigging lines of personnel parachutes, but in the USA a

conical ribbon parachute of 12.5 feet diameter has been consLucted in 'all Kevlar' with

a weight and volume saving of soma 50% of its equivalent nylon parachute and with no
11

marked effect on opening loads or performance . Only minor changes in the design of the

canopy near the crown vent were required to accomodate the high modulus of Kavlar.

Kevlar materials are more costly than nylon but the number of recent successful applica-

tions of Kevlar in parachute construction suggests that it will be increasingly used in

future.

5 STABILITY DURING DESCENT

Another important area of parachute performance is the stability of the fully-

inflated canopy and suspended store during descent. United Kingdom specifications for

escape parachutes call for disturbances in descent to be damped, with any sustained

oscillations not exceeding f15l to the vertical, while for the airborne forces applica-

tion :10° is usually specified. This is not an exacting requirement compared to the

stability requirements of some types of veapon parachutes but large oscillations increase

the risk of ground impact injury to a parachutist and my imprOvements that can be mad

on personnel parachutes by simple methods are welcome.

It is well-known that the use of lo porosity cloth in flat circular construction

gives the rapid opening characteristics required of escape parachutes, but has an adverse

effect on stability. Such a parachute will seek a non-tero eanle of attack where lt

might glide, cone or oscillate in a statically, but not necessarily dynamically, stableIcondition. In this context a parachute is starically stable when ay change it angle of

attack is opposed by the aerodynamic mownnc- developed, this being a aocessary tonditiou

for stability, but the *yetem is dynamically stable only when the restoring WasntS

decrease the mpltude of each sucteediog oacillatioa towards taco.

On' simple modificatica which can greatly isprove the stability of non-porous round

canopies is the inroduwtion of two or nore asymtricelly disposed alots in the canopy
to gt-e the parachute a horizontal velocity (drivte in a defined direction opposite to

the slot positions. orive it personnel parachutes has the additiooal advantage that it

steering lines are fitted to the slots the patachutist can then avwipulate the slot areas

And hence the flow through the slot to steeo iots vi to reduce louna speed ot to

avoid growo d obstcles,

In som applications of a parachute, drive, or ain-mile of attack where the pars-

A. chute tries to glide Or oscillates t an bsoa rasseent end io theme coses a veil thosen
ConfigUration, such as a cruciform a&ViaJ a suitable Sm ratio, Cat give very satiSfactory

stability while desetuding vertically. Retearch Io the LVolted Kiti•dom on very stable
• •,systemJ has in fact concetrated an this typo of parachute s I the dosian is *mip%* to

manufatur and has satisfactory oiening and drag characteristics.

Detailed anlytical investigations of th factors efaecting parachute stability

havbeen maki"g steady progress at Leimstor University over the last few years mder

tvr emseach aretmats spo•sored by the IM. £ comput~ based si-degzea-of-*reedam

....
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parachute stability model has been formulated by Dr Cockrell and his team and both wind

tunnel and water tank measurements have been made on rigid and flexible scale model

canopies to provide basic data for use in stability calculations.

An example of the type of wind tunnel data obtained at Leicester on canopies at

different angles of attack to the airflow, is presented in Fig 8s. The simplifying
assumption is made that for'static stability analysis the centre-of-gravity of the canopy

12
system lies at the rigging line confluence point . The statically stable angle of
attack is then that aingle at which the pitching moment about the centre-of-gravity is
zero and small disturbances result in a restoring moment, je with the sign conventionk

given on Fig Sa static equilibrium occurs when d%/da is positive, resulting in dS1/dca
also positive (where CNis the normal force coefficient and %ý pitching moment
coefficient). The degree of static stability is then indicated by the slope of the
moment cuarvea at the trim angle.

On this basis the nil porosity round canopy tested can be expected to have a trim
angle o of 380 and the W: aro ratio cruciform, to have good static stability at a trimk
angle of 03 iv this canopy would descend along a vertical path (in zeroj wind conditions).

A further result obtained. at Leicester* shown at Fij Sb, ill,4szratws that by
iwcreasing the arm ratio of a nil porosity cruciform canopy the trim angle of attack is
steadily reduced and that the desired characteristics of near tern mean trim angle is
achieved only with &An a ratio greter than approximately 3.6 to 1; Where the range of
possible trim USNgls is 4ecreaaed to jO,. (Arm ratio is defined as tht length of an arm
divided by its width - see Fig 8b,)

The theoretical work &At Leicester has also stressed that importance of the ap~pattenc

::a::z:::Aths i the equations of soti:d da::miauin the Parachute daving;ta

chtateristic$

scteate d lineardaction sotonyi there a bodly inentis torte equal to mE , whre a

is the wasso of the body and f its abeaain ut also a fluid Inertia torte, due to
the fluid accelerated byj the body. This can be written as aWf uhere al It tetid the

oaprtnt amss and hence the total force* required ten be eprassed as (fa (a *
If mnAbV &ad o w kafvb vhee Vb is the body 'volue and kt Isa to arent SiasS
coefficient, it is Seen that siate the latter can be abot 1,0 to S.O, r'parezot ease has.

a considerable effect oin body dynaits -if the density of the body is of the order of
that of the fluid in which -it is inaersed. This ts precisely the case with a largej
Volume body such as ak Parachute and store, and hence the apptaret mass$ components cannot

be neglected in the equations of sottoo detextining tat parachute stability characteris-
tics. nthee are of course othet similar casesof 1Uhich the airship is a 0all40osu

VaVus, Cockrell and Storgeaee et tecester have recently toqleted some very
original1 esperimmntal work to obtain dApprftet mass data for Parachute, c""its - h~ich

has provided valuable ioslouatioc. Wh technique o~loyed force aMx mant neasucemant,

0 '. -~ma
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during the accelerated motion of a model parachute submerged in water in a ship tank.

Results show that the apparent mass coefficient depends on canopy shape, angle of attack,

and on the acceleration modulus OD 0 v and, except at high values of the latter, can be

considtrably in excess of the values calculated from potential flow theory. As a result

of the Leicester research programim on parachute stability the following conclusions have

recently been drawn.

(a) Experimentally derived values of apparent sass components must be used in

parachute stability calculations.

(b) The condition for static stability for a parachute is dIdo positive. If

dC.N/d* at equilibrium it large and positive this is also a sufficient condition

for dynamic stability. However when considering the dynamic stability of canopies
for which d~tdo is positive but small, a further necessary condition is that the

apparent "ase component along the normal axis must be greater than that along the

centre line axis of the parachute.

(c) Dynamic stability is genarally improved with in1cTeased altitude and increased

store mass.

As part of a geneoral programm of stability work RAE has conducted research in

parallel with the Leicester programme aimed a: providing dateaon the stabi~ity
characteristics of ftallscale canopies, using a specially instrumented stability testIvehicle. This data is currently being used to validate Leicester co~uaed predictions
for a number of parachute designs.

Itypicti of this vork is full scale data recently obtained on io versius of a P4:I
arm ratio crucifore configuration canopy which vas shown to have eXcellent stability in

vertical descent and low responsle to guit affects. Comparison of the arperiasotal data

with. Lelcaster computer predicticos is provin& most eacaura~ing.

6 LANDIINC

to -avoid landing injury to A parachutist United U044"o specifications fot

emergency escape1 parauchute Call for a Vertical rate Of descent, at sea level, no:
eatted4ing ?.A elm, at. maiOn all Ofp Veiht, while the figure recDMnended far airborn

forces Parechutes9 it a "ad of 5.0 mWs. remitted hosiloatal velocity, or drive, for

futurtemergency escape petectates has fteant Fa be r educed to not acts t0a4 W~ of the

Vertical rate of doecen:.

Camopy cloth areuldrag efficiency is the priocipal paramter ot isiortmnte titian

landing rates of descent ire -coa~idnwd since cloth area is nortally restricted by I
4asueerl maino bulk #A# weight limaitation, UiS simple flot circular parachute is

surpriuingly eaf iciest ira this tsepett sad this together with its simple conattuctiob ad\ doubt accoats for it cdntinued ulatEetr airbore forces parachute systems

RotAd parachutes incorporating drive dotso and glide capability. can, due to the

" altered prssr itiuicon the caopy a(chijeVe tower add Won unformO ftical V'
sates of descent them cocventinal unslotted fParach~tateeo the Sae siea. It slot

- ~-M



control lines are fitted the parachute can then be steered to advantage to select a

desirable landing area or to lad into wind with a low forward speed relative to the

ground.

Current ram air gliding parachutes achieve relatively high horizontal velocities,

but in this case means of incidence control are fitted to enable the parachutist to flare

out on landing and hence achieve ver! low rates of descent at touchdown. This aspect of

ram air performance is discussed more fully in a following section.

while considering landing if the parachute fails to open or if during airborne

forces operations parachutists collide and become entangled a parachutist can have a very

hard landing indeed! To cater for such an emergency all airborne forces parachutists

carry a reserve parachute, for use in an emergency, normally mounted on the chest. A

high standard of reliability is rrquired of all airborne forces parachutes systems and

this is particularly so in the case of the reserve. Here the problem is mainly one of

rapid deployment at the low descent speeds which can occur with a partially malfunrtioned

main, and the avoidance of entanglement betveen the inflating reserve parachute vith the

retained malfunctioned main. Critical rates of descent with a partiallr inflated main

are vound 15 m/s, a descent rate uhich can lead to severe landing injuries, if not

fatalities, but where there is very little airspeed to stream the reserve.

Considerable improvement in resere perfornace has recently been achisved by t.,e

new Irvin PUr merve W,. -'eh iicorporates a spsiag-loaded kicker board to forcibly deploy

Sthe Tesoer and a twber rinS fitted in the canopy ¢romn ares Z4 rapidly increase the

crown to a dieacer uhich pwtventas entaglement with the riging lites of the

malfun~citine main,

W & Alit qGL21'4 PAMP!"VtT

One of the moet intedett"i aW potentially itortdze parachute ,eVVlOPMeOts in

recent yesrs ts the rM air glitdig parachute. The rja air ptrateh-e differs from

* twenato"a1 designs in that UMen In6flated it tseseilts a low aspect ratio via's (fit, 4).

It is bowte# eotirtly costructed of fabric. which allovs it to be packed in the eSaf

way as a convauticoal ano•y. The le'ding egee of the Vint ie open so that ra aftit

- pressure iaiettans the wian thaep in glidicg fli&it. Moms off pittch ad. bank control ea

. pvided by steerit tin" ats tached to the trailing edge of the t 1opy; tcur coattol is

effected by ad "saytric pull on the steerifg lines esd a&&Ie of iuidc* cntrofl =ad

flare out accomplisbed by sa oven pull.

_"cioa* of its #lide capabitlity =ad cotrollability the ran air parahute effeter*

considerable scope for t de livey of troopt - who cam fly teauliee. to a target, , ,d

elso for the delivery of supplies or v•apen to a Siven poiut, under radio coatroal or Wy .

eautontic control liaked to a guidance sYstm&.

I"e waameisaed forces Acting on a roo sir parachute in flight ate show*e

diagramatically in rit .10. As drawn the parachute is gliding from left to right with a

Vlocity V at a glide eagle to tbe bovritdtal v
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Resolving the forces on the system horizontally and vertically

L sin y - (Dc + Ds) cosy u 0
C

mg- L cos Y - (Dc + DO sin y - 0 .
i C

From the first equation it can be shown that the tangent of the glide angle y is equal

to I/L/D , where L/D is the overall lift/drag ratio; a familiar relationship for

aerodynamic efficiency in gliding flight. Therefore in still air the glide angle, and

hence the glide distance for a given height loss, is a function only of the lift drag

ratio.

From combination of the two force equations it can be shown that

{ cos W Co

and hence velocity down the flight path is dependent on wing loading W/s and air

density.

The system is arranged to fly at the angle of incidence corresponding to optimum

L/D by rigging the canopy, that is by positioning the store and hence the centre-of-

o : gravity of the system, such that the equilibrium attitude is at the optimum angle of

incidence a . The parachute will be in stable equilibrium when the sum of the moments

acting on the system is zero and when, with the sign conventions adopted, the slope of

the pitching moment curve dCM/da is negative - that is when any small disturbance

results in a restoring couple.

In a typical system the rigging angle 0 could be 20, resulting in the system

flying with a win$ angle of incidence a of around 80. Rigging the canopy with * too
"high results in a lower trim angle of incidence and a fall-off in perfonmance; sott.ing

o too low may lead to the trim angle being beyond the stall and a considerable drop in

performance with severe control problems.

_Ary improvement in overall gliding performance is very dependent on reducing drag

"and one of the recommendations made by RAE in Rof 13 is for the use of small diameter

Kevlar suspension Uines. This not only reduces drag but the low extensibility under

load improves rigging accuracy, If Kevlar lines are combined with bifurcation of lines

near the wing together with a reduction in current wing thickness chord ratios, estimates

P .indicate that improved L/D of about 3.3 should be -OssLblo, with a aspect ratio 2.0

SIncrease oasetraitio, which theoretically should improve L/D and hone@ glidse-.-

ang•.,• has so far proved disappointing in practice, for a the span increases Lo do the
f •:.:.J••! ••t'!i- required number of suspension lines and hone* line drag| also due to the flexible nature

of the wing surfaci, coutrol reversal and 'end cell collapse' problem can be accentuated. W

kReiArch in this area is however continuing. as the potential 'improvea.t. n glide

O Z 

II- 

"

I•,' **,"•!• ',:,•~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .•.•........... .... •. ........ ....................... •.. ..... . •.•,,_. ....... : ... :,., ;-•,• •-,
," '' " .. ... ..considerable.
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Typical horizontal velocities achieved with man carrying ram air parachutes in

gliding flight are around 12 m/s and hence wind effects on gliding distances achieved can

be large.

Using the relationships derived earlier, and noting that incremental displacements

in the x and z directions, dx and dz , in time dt may be written

dx - (u + uw)dt and dz wdt I

(where u is the horizontal wind velocity and u - V cos y and w - V sin y) flight
w

trajectories may be calculated. Fig 11, extracted from Ref 13, illustrates the effect of

10 m/s head and tail winds on the Zlight trajectories of four systems; a current man

carrying ram air parachute system, the same system with reduced wing loading

(ms a 100 kg), with a 1O0 teduction in drag coefficient, and the current system with half

brakes applied (by pulling dowrn evenly on the control lines). In each case flight

commences at 8000 metres altitude. The large effect of wind on performance is apparent

and it is clear that large glide distances can only be obtained with man carrying ram

air parachutes when there is a ta.l wind. An improvement in aerodynamic efficiency is

ihown to improve perfurmance under all conditions. 14 is also obviously better to fly at

half brakes in a following wind for waxiwu glie distance and to resume the zero brake

configuration for wind penezration.

Work at RAE h . a- : included a theoretical investlgSion of pitch stability of ram

air parachutes, basd "a a two-dimensional model, Ref 13 shows that trailing-edge

deflection is an effective mans of changing glide angle and that stall recovery can be

affected by returning to zero deflection. It is also shown that the flare mano4uvre, if

correctly executed, is particularly effective in achieving low vertical and horiatoval ?

velocities at touchdown and that pitching oacillations are damped.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Many new applications of the parachute have been developed in recent years, for

example, in addition to unconventional designs for aemergency escape parachutes, very

sophisticated parachute systams have been used for recovery of space capsulas apd rw air

gliding parachutes for delivery of paratroops.

Considerable advances have been msea in supporting parachute technology, in the

United Kingdom important advances have been made in the prediction of parachute inlea-

tion loads and methods of controlling inflation, In formulating design rules for rM air

gliding parachutes, and in the use of new materials in pamchute construction. Parachute

test techniques continua to improv e and air launched parachute test vehicles, such
those developed at the RAE, have now become a sophisticated and reliable eothod of

"obtaining full scale performance data.

Steady proavass is being uader In the field of parachute stability analysis and Itn

"particular ne techniq4ues of measuring parachute apparent mass characteristics have been

Sdevised by the University of Leicester. Our knowledge of canopy stress analysis bas

. grown only modestly and further work it required in this field, The potential of the rak

I.\1 ~M 4 \
•.,~: . ......... ,. ..... . ... ..... •, . ..... . .... . .............. .

•.. . .". !: !... " -.. : '. . '. . " .. • • ,• "' .. .•• ' .. •,, '-:'-• : .- v .' . , ,q., ,



air gliding parachute is such that further research work in this area promises to lead to

significant performance improvements in the future.
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